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90% of the 17,000 pets who enter the municipal shelter each year and
leads a numbers of innovative programs, including building largest foster
program in the U.S., with 5,100 pets going to foster homes in 2018.
Kristen formerly served as the Deputy Director at Austin Animal Center,
the largest, No Kill municipal animal shelter in America. While in Austin,
Kristen implemented comprehensive enrichment programs for cats and
dogs and worked in partnership with Austin Pets Alive! to bring the
community save rate to 98%.
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every pet to lifesaving marketing for at-risk animals to smart adoption
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Abstract
All pets (and people) are individuals! A counseling based approach to pet adoptions
As multiple studies have proven, blanket adoption restrictions and other barriers to adoptions simply do not
work to protect pets and assure great placements for homeless animals. Rather, restrictive policies have led to
millions of pets needlessly dying in animal shelters when animal welfare professionals ‘protect them to death.’
This session, based on research done by the ASPCA and Humane Society of the United States, will help you
create adoption counseling procedures that treat every person and animal as individuals and help people find
the pet that is truly the best fit for their home. Using real life examples, this session will make you question
everything you thought you knew about finding the ‘right’ home for shelter pets and give you a whole new way
to approach adoptions.

